This course provides an introduction for graduate students to the history of science, medicine, and technology (HSMT), or as stated in the official course guide, “Philosophies, methods, and sources in the history of science, and their relations to the current state of scholarship.” Required for students in the HSMT graduate program, it is open to others with graduate standing interested in the topics it covers. It fulfills the “Graduate 50%” course designation; there are no other prerequisites except graduate standing. The course gives a brief overview of the field’s major themes and issues, both historical and current, as well as introducing you to a range of methodological approaches that scholars have used to address their questions.

We are in the midst of an enormous sea-change in HSMT. When I began graduate school in 1980, social constructionism was stimulating an enormous wave of excitement, energizing new approaches to the history of SMT that have become the standard picture over the past 40 years. For about the past fifteen years, a new wave of interest in globalization and “decolonizing” HSMT has been gradually building, with increasing demands for more pluralist perspectives when creating new histories. Most recently, the rise of “post-truth,” authoritarianism, and George Floyd’s murder, coupled with the intensifying urgency of climate change and the Covid-19 pandemic, has led HSMT scholars in the U.S. and abroad, finally, to view our field (like most other academic areas) as in desperate need of centering diversity and social justice in our scholarship.

This year’s version of HistSci 720 seeks to balance HSMT’s more distant and more recent historiographic concerns with our present-day ones, exposing both continuities and changes in the approaches historians of science, technology, and medicine have taken to our field(s). In doing so, it will also offer practical analytical tools for understanding these trends and developing new intellectual directions.

Course Learning Outcomes:
Graduate students completing this course will:
• practice a variety of reading strategies
• gain familiarity with classic texts, topics, and approaches in History of Science, Medicine, and Technology (HSMT)
• become acquainted with current methodological issues in the field
• be able to articulate, critique, or elaborate a range of theories, research methods, and approaches to inquiry in HSMT (HSMT MA Learning Goal #1)
• Recognize and apply established principles of ethical and professional conduct, (HSMT MA Learning Goal #8), especially through appropriate citation practices

Course Requirements:

A. Reading: Each week, we will read several articles, chapters, or a book. Some weeks everyone will read all the same texts; other weeks, there will be some common readings and some “individual readings” to be divided up and reported on to each other. In addition, you are to read and review one book on your own, sharing this review with me and your classmates (see requirement C.3 below). Over the semester, we will practice several different reading techniques, as you’ll see from the course details.

B. Class Attendance and Participation (25% of your final grade). In a seminar that meets only once a week, there is little luxury for missing classes. I need to hear a good reason why you must miss a seminar session. Your mere presence, however, does not suffice: you need to come to the discussion prepared to add your thoughtful comments. This means giving yourself enough time to think about the readings as well as pass your eyes over them, and to think about how they play off one another. What do they have in common? Do they conflict? What different angles on similar issues, or similar angles on quite different topics, do they offer? What questions do these readings raise for how to do HSMT? Each week at the beginning of class, we will set the agenda for that seminar collectively: I will ask each of you what you most want to talk about, adding in my own items at the end. Come prepared to say what your top issue is for the week.

C. Writing:

1. “About Me” statement (required but ungraded): a 1-page reflection (approximately 250 words) on what you find exciting or inspiring about HSMT. This is not intended to duplicate the “statement of purpose” you submitted in your graduate school application. Rather, it is supposed to tell me what about the field grabs you. Is there some idea that just blows you away? Some historical writing you know that you want to emulate? Something about teaching that you are passionate about? Tell me why this field matters to you. Please upload your reflection to Canvas assignment “About me.” Due by noon, September 9 (1 day before our first class).

2. Weekly reading responses (total = 30%). The primary aim of the reading responses is to get you thinking about what you’d like to talk about in advance of class; writing your reading responses will help us set the agenda for each meeting. Your responses may touch on issues such as: common themes or arguments across the readings; contrasts among them; the purpose or value of the readings and/or approaches; things that you didn’t understand; or questions (broad or specific) that you would like to discuss in class. You might also reflect on your experience practicing a certain kind of reading. There are some general questions for each week on the syllabus that you may use to guide your response, but
you are not required to answer them. They represent my broad agenda, but mine is not the only one.

You are required to turn in TEN responses. Weeks 1, 12, and 14 have no reading responses. Responses for weeks 4 (Journal Exploration—a slightly different kind of assignment, but folded in here), 6, 8, and 10 (the “Conversations”) are mandatory. From weeks 2, 3, 5, 7, 9, 11, and 13, you can skip one reading response without penalty to your grade.

These reflections should be 300-500 words long and can be informal in nature, but should use full sentences with correct grammar and American-English spelling and punctuation. Please post your reading responses to the Canvas discussion forum for the week by noon on Thursday to allow time for your classmates and me to read them. I will read these before the seminar but turn in your grade afterward.

3. A book review (10%) of 700-900 words on a history of science, technology, or medicine book of your choice—the length of a typical book review in *Isis*, the flagship journal of the history of science. A list of books is provided separately; if you wish to review a book not on the list, please check with me in advance for permission.

Your review should mainly summarize the main arguments and sources of evidence of the book, and very briefly discuss what you see as especially praiseworthy or problematic. I recommend you study a bunch of *Isis* reviews (or other HSMT journal reviews) in advance for possible models.

Since most of the books you are choosing from have all been out for a while, it would be artificial to review it as if it were a fresh, new book, but I don’t expect you to do a big literature search to see what others have said or what its impact on the field has been. Rather, the point is to provide a summary of the argument and reflection on issues for your fellow grad students, so they can benefit from your reading. Due in Canvas by 5 pm Mon. Nov. 1.

4. Reflections on reading academically (5%), 750-1000 words. What have you learned about reading strategies and styles? What do you find yourself good at? What did you improve on over the semester? Due in Canvas by noon, Thursday, Dec. 9.

5. Final review essay (30%), 3900-4200 words. This will be a historiographical essay that reflects on a particular historical question, topic area, or methodological approach, as reflected in three books, or possibly two to three books and a small collection of articles. You can reflect either on texts and issues that we have discussed in class or on a body of literature in history of science, technology, and/or medicine (perhaps relating to your research interests) that we did not cover in class, or a combination. Keep in mind that this is not intended to be a research paper; extensive primary source work should not be necessary. It may incorporate the book you reviewed individually—you will be treating it differently here. Note that this essay review combines the skills of book reviewing and comparison/contrast you’ll already have practiced in this course through the book review and reading responses. For more information on this assignment, see separate assignment page “First-final Essay” on Canvas.

Final Review Essay due dates:
(1) Sept. 17 – October 15: come talk to me about your proposed topic area and possible books.
(2) Tuesday, October 19, by 5 pm in Canvas: one-paragraph proposal about interest area and books (why these books? How do they work together?), with books listed below in Chicago Bibliography style.
“First-final” draft due in Canvas Monday, Dec. 6, by 5 pm. I will aim to return all papers with comments and a provisional grade by Dec. 10. If you are satisfied with the grade, you can leave it as is; if not, your “final-final” version is due Dec. 17 by 5 pm.

Grading: All grades will be based on a 4-point scale, with a point-penumbra around the straight number grade so you know how high or low your grade is within the range. Note that the “A” range reaches down a little lower because there is no upper number below a 4.0.

4.0-3.67 = A; 3.26-3.65 = AB; 3.25-2.76 = B; 2.75-2.26 = BC; 2.25-1.76 = C; 1.75-1.0 = D
0.99-0.0 = F

The first year of grad school can be a shock to those who were successful as undergrads—it is a big step up! Part of this course is about getting you acculturated to this higher level and quantity of reading, and practicing the tools and skills needed to achieve that. In practice, graduate students who are performing well will normally end up with an A or AB. But graduate school is really not about grades—it is about learning and acculturation. If you are turning in written work that is below the AB level, I will work with you to target specific areas for improvement. If you feel like you’re flailing about in class or not taking in the discussion well, please reach out to me; if I have concerns, I will also reach out to you.

Readings:
Tiago Saraiva, Fascist Pigs: Technoscientific Organisms and the History of Fascism
(Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 2016)
Britt Rusert, Fugitive Science: Empiricism and Freedom in Early African American Culture.

All three books are available in electronic form in the UW-Madison library. If you prefer to read hard copies (easier on the eyes and better for note-taking), College Library promises to have physical copies of the books on 2-hour reserve (which is too short for a serious read of these serious books, but I think you can renew). You might also prefer to buy them. If you wish to purchase a new copy, please consider ordering them through a local independent bookstore such as A Room of One’s Own Books on the east side or Mystery to Me on Monroe Street, near the UW Stadium. All other texts—book sections or articles—are uploaded or linked to our Canvas course (#262512).

Accommodations: I am committed to accessibility and fairness for all students. If you have any conflicts due to religious holidays or need disability accommodations, please let me know within the first two weeks of the course so we can work out accommodations.

Note: This 3-credit course has 3 hours of group meetings per week (each 50 minute segment of seminar counts as one hour according to UW-Madison's credit hour policy). The course also carries the expectation that you will spend an average of at least 2 hours outside of class for every hour in the classroom. In other words, in addition to class time, plan to allot an average of at least 6 hours per week for reading, writing, and preparing for discussions for this class.
Course Overview:

(1) Sept. 10: Introduction: Reading (Historiographically) in the History of STM

I. Situating the History of Science, Technology, and Medicine

(2) Sept. 17: Perspectives on the History of Science as a Discipline
(3) Sept. 24: History of Science and (Some of) Its Neighbors

Consult with me between Sept. 17 and October 15 about final paper

(4) Oct. 1: Print and Online Resources in HSTM (meet in Memorial Library Special Collections)

II. Methodological Conversations and Historical Cases

(5) Oct. 8: Establishing Social Constructionism

Final Paper proposal due Oct. 19 by 5 pm in Canvas

(7) Oct. 22: Book 1: Tiago Saraiva, Fascist Pigs

(8) Oct. 29: Conversation 2: Globalizing/Diversifying HSTM: Imperial Power and “Mixing” Metaphors

Book Review due Monday, Nov. 1 by 5 pm in Canvas

(9) Nov. 5: Book 2: Pablo Gómez, The Experiential Caribbean

(10): Nov. 12: Conversation 3: Who Can Be a “Scientist”?  

(12): Nov. 26: THANKSGIVING BREAK-NO CLASS


“First-Final” Paper Due Monday, Dec. 6

(14) Dec. 10: Wrap-Up

Reading Reflections Paper due by noon, Thursday, Dec. 9, in Canvas

“Final-final” paper due Dec. 17
Week-By-Week Readings and Assignments

(1) Sept. 10: Reading (Historiographically) in the History of STM

At this session we will introduce ourselves and our interests in history of science, technology, and medicine. We will work through the syllabus, have an opening discussion of historiography, and talk about different types of reading and writing in history/HSTM. To prepare for this first class, in addition to completing the “About Me” assignment, please reflect on what ideas you find familiar in the assigned readings, and what is new to you.

Required Readings:
"What is historiography and why is it important?"
  n.d.: https://www.reddit.com/r/AskHistorians/comments/3ew9t8/what_is_historiography
  and why is it important/

“Historiography” at http://qcpages.qc.cuny.edu/writing/history/critical/historiography.html
  (For a structured example of an historiographic essay, please click on “How to write a
  historiographic essay” at the end of the above post.)

Paul Edwards, “How to Read a Book, v 5.0.”


Supplementary (Optional):
Guts, or, How to Read a Book, a Sentence, and a Page” at http://karinwulf.com/fish-guts-or-how-to-read-a-book-a-sentence-and-a-page/

I. Situating the History of Science, Technology, and Medicine

(2) Sept. 17: Perspectives on the History of Science as a Discipline

*submit your top two choices for your single-book review by today

What is history of science for, and why has it been distinct from general history? Who is it
for? How did the circumstances of its emergence shape what we think of as “the” history of
“science”?.

Reading Strategy: first, read for content. What are the major features of the history of
science that emerge from these readings? Second, read for historiographic chronology. Note
that the readings are listed below in chronological order of publication. What different
aspects of this discipline do the different authors emphasize? How might this reflect the more
recent history of the discipline itself?

Required Readings:
Michael Aaron Dennis, “Historiography of Science: An American Perspective,” in Krige,
John, and Pestre, Dominique, eds. Companion Encyclopedia of Science in the Twentieth
Science in the Twentieth Century, [Amsterdam: Harwood Academic, 1997])

Lynn K. Nyhart, “Historiography of the History of Science,” in A Companion to the History

**Supplementary (Optional):**

*Consult with me between Sept. 17 and October 15 about final paper*

(3) Sept. 24: History of Science and (Some of) Its Disciplinary Neighbors

*Why are the histories of science, technology, and medicine clustered together but distinct? How do they relate to one another?*

**Reading Strategy:** In addition to reading for “content,” here you should practice reading for publication context: What can you learn (quickly) about the author online? In what sort of publication does this work appear? What does this suggest about the intended audience? What presentation and narrative choices do you see the author making that might be shaped by its publication context? To gain a better sense of this context, take a moment look online at the larger work itself, whether a journal issue or a handbook. (Some ways you can look up the work are via the library catalogue, the publisher’s website, Google Books [preview] or amazon.com. Not all ways are likely to work equally well.) Everyone should read the required reading; the curious may also want to take a look at one or more of the supplementary readings.

**Required Readings:**

**Supplementary (Optional):**

(4) Oct. 1: Print and Online Resources in HSMT

For this class, we will meet in the Special Collections Seminar Room, Room 984 Memorial Library. Preparation for this meeting is the “Journal Exploration” assignment, listed separately. The class will be split into two parts, one on primary sources and research tools in HSMT (including viewing the current exhibit in Special Collections, “Science at UW-Madison: Sources for its History”), the other on the results of your journal explorations.
Thought question: In this age of online resources, why even bother examining hard copies of anything? What do we gain and lose by viewing our materials online?

If you are feeling like you need to find your feet with basics in graduate-level research and its relation to libraries, journals, and other resources, you might want to take the Library’s micro-course Graduate Research.

II. Methodological Conversations and Historical Cases

(5) Oct. 8: Establishing Social Constructionism
What is meant by the “social construction of science” and the “social construction of scientific knowledge”? What is social about it? What is constructed? How, when, and where did this approach develop? Golinski provides a retrospective overview of some basics, while the pieces by Latour and Haraway are two classics of the period.

Required Readings:

As the “practice turn” developed after the late 1980s, historians developed analyses around various concepts like “experimental systems,” “model organisms,” and “moral economies” to describe the complex social-technical-scientific systems by which scientific (or “technoscientific”) knowledge is made. This week we explore some of these systems, in theory and historical practice. Pay particular attention to the scales of analysis in these different readings.

Reading Strategy: Summary, analysis, connection. Everyone will read the common readings. You should at least pass your eyes over all of the “individual readings” (minimally, their abstracts or introductions/conclusions). For reading response purposes you will be assigned one “individual reading” to report on to your classmates (some readings may have two reporters). Each individual reading can be connected to the common reading but adds its own dimensions. Your job in the reading response is twofold: to summarize your assigned individual reading for your peers, being sure to identify what are the main objects of historical study and analytical approach(es) in the text’s presentation of the dynamics of the sociotechnical system; and to connect that text (via comparison/contrast) to at least one of the approaches or themes set out in the common reading.

Common Readings:

Golinski, Making Natural Knowledge (1st ed.), Chapter 5, pp. 133-161.

**Individual Readings:**


**Final Paper proposal due Tuesday, Oct. 19 by 5 pm in Canvas**

(7) Oct. 22: Book 1: Tiago Saraiva, *Fascist Pigs*


**Reading Strategy:** Saraiva’s argument is complex; consider adapting Paul Edwards’ reading system. Your job this week—beyond reading the book and extracting its argument—is to analyze its structure, flow, and deployment of evidence.

(8) Oct. 29: Conversation 2: Globalizing/Diversifying HSTM: “Mixing” Metaphors

In the 2000s and 2010s, calls to globalize the history of science came fast and thick, along with an abundance of ideas about the best ways to incorporate “non-Western” and “non-scientific” knowledge and knowledge systems into the history of science. This week we look at some of those calls in the form of shorter historiographic essays (the common readings) and historical cases, with more or less fully developed historiographic proposals (the individual readings).

**Reading Strategy:** As in Week 6: summary, analysis, connection. Everyone will read the common readings. You should at least pass your eyes over all of the “individual readings” (minimally, their abstracts or introductions/conclusions). For reading response purposes you will be assigned one “individual reading” to report on to your classmates (some readings may have two reporters). Each individual reading can be connected to the common reading but adds its own dimensions. Your job here is twofold: to summarize your assigned individual reading for your peers, being sure to identify what are the main objects of historical study and modes of analysis in the text’s presentation of “globalizing” and/or “diversifying” the history of STM, and to connect this text (via comparison/contrast) to at least one of the approaches or themes set out in the common reading.
Common Readings:
Review Daston 2017 (week 2)

Individual Readings:

ADDITIONAL RESOURCE:
*Routledge Handbook of Science and Empire* (July 2021)

*Book Review due Monday, Nov. 1, by 5 pm.*

*(9) Nov. 5: Book 2: Pablo Gómez, *The Experiential Caribbean* Gómez’s *The Experiential Caribbean: Creating Knowledge and Healing in the Early Modern Atlantic* (Durham: U. of North Carolina Press, 2017) is a multiple prize-winning example of a book-length argument that addresses the early modern history of (medical) knowledge in the Caribbean. How does this book develop the sorts of methodological tools that we have seen in the past few weeks? What new directions does it offer?

*Reading Strategy:* Read first for argument, structure, flow. How do the chapters work together to build the overall argument? What kinds of sources does Gómez use, and how does he “read against the grain” in his analysis?
Nov. 12: Conversation 3: Who Can Be a “Scientist”? 
What is meant by “popular science” and “citizen science”? What are the roles of these topics in the historiography of STM, and why are they problematic? How do these historical topics bear on the question of “Who can be a scientist?” and what that means?

Reading Strategy: As in Weeks 6 and 8: summary, analysis, connection. Everyone will read the common readings. You should at least pass your eyes over all of the “individual readings” (minimally, their abstracts or introductions). For reading response purposes you will be splitting up the “individual readings” to report on to one another; you will be assigned which one you report on (some readings may have two reporters). Each individual reading can be connected to the common reading but adds its own dimensions. Your job here is to summarize the reading’s main point, its main historical objects of study and historiographic angle on ‘who can be a scientist’ and what that means; and to connect the article (via comparison/contrast) to at least one of the approaches or themes set out in the common reading.

Common Readings:

Individual Readings:

Nov. 19: Book 3: Britt Rusert, Fugitive Science
Continuing with the theme of “who can be a scientist?” we examine Britt Rusert’s 2017 book Fugitive Science: Empiricism and Freedom in Early African American Culture. How does Rusert’s focus on race provide new perspectives on the question of what it might have meant historically to “do science” outside the ranks of professional scientists? What are the implications for the scope and methods of HSTM?
(12): Nov. 26: THANKSGIVING BREAK-NO CLASS


In our era of “post-truth,” how can historians of science and STS scholars responsibly retain our commitment to the social construction of scientific knowledge? Where is the line between legitimate and illegitimate “scientific” (and historical) knowledge, and between the legitimate and illegitimate rhetorical uses of “science” in politically fraught issues?

Reading Strategy: read for argument and evidence; then gauge your own responses to the above questions in light of the readings. We begin with Lorraine Daston and Peter Galison’s classic 1992 article on scientific objectivity and Allen Megill’s 2007 chapter “Objectivity for Historians” before turning to more recent historical/STS assessments of scientific objectivity and truth in our current circumstances.

Common Readings:

Supplementary (optional background to Lynch 2020):

Steve Fuller, “Is STS All Walk and No Talk?” EASST Review 36(1) (April 2017)

“First-final” Paper Due Monday, Dec. 6

(14) Dec. 10: Wrap-Up

Reading Reflections Paper due by noon, Thursday, Dec. 9, in Canvas

“Final-final” paper due Dec. 17